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U N I T E D N A T I O N S

Press Services
Office of Poblic Information

United Nations, N.Y.

(For une of information media — not an official record)

Press Release EG/1378
16 November 1962

TEXT OF LETTjSRJD̂ TED 15 NOVEMBER FROM PRIME MINISTER

FHJ5L CASTRO OF CUBA TO ACTING S5CHETARy-:C-KÎ RAL U TMNT

Following is the text of a communication from Prime Minister Castro to Acting

Secretary-General U Thant, transmitted by Ambassador Cjrlos M. Lechuga, Permanent

Representative of Cuba to the United Nations:

(Unofficial translation from Spanish)

15 November 1962

"His Excellency, U Thant, Acting Secretary-General of the United Nations

"Your Excellency,

"The conciliatory action'which you are conducting as Acting Secretary-General

of this world organization is very closely linked with the latest world events

concerning the crisis in the Caribbean.

"There is no need, therefore, to dwell upon each and every one of the events,

circumstances and incidents which have occurred in these weeks of extreme tension.

"I should like to refer solely to the following matter: we have given you --

and we have also given it publicly and repeatedly -- our refusal to allow unilateral

inspection by any body, national or international, on Cuban territory. In doing so

we have exercised the inalienable right of every sovereign nation to settle all prob-

lems within its own territory in accordance with the will of its Government and its

people.

"The Soviet Government, carrying out its promise to Mr. Kennedy, has withdrawn

its strategic missiles, an action which was verified by United States officials on

the high seas.

(more)
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"We should like to repeat once more that the installation of these weapons was

nothing other than an act of legitimate self-defense on the part of the Republic of

Cuba against ihe aggressive policy which the United States haa been pursuing against

our country since the very triumph of the Revolution. This did not confer any right

upon the Government of the United States with respect to Cuba, since all our actions

have been effected within the framework of international low one! in exercise of the

sovereign prerogatives of our state. It was, however, the pretext used to perpetrate

acts of force which brought the world to the edge Of war. The pretext has now dis-

appeared. lleyertLeless officials of the United States Government der.lars that they

do not consider themselves bound by any promise, among other reasons because Cuba

has not permit'.ed the inspection of its territory.

"The United State s, resorting to the law of force,, is constantly violating our

territory tlirough the use of air forces based in various parts of the Caribbean and

on aircraft carriers which it is employing against us.

"We have given proof that we are ready for a worthy peace. We have put forward

five points as guarantees, the minimum which any sovereign nation can ask for. We

have handed over the body of Major Anderson who died while carrying out an illegal

flight over Cuban soil. We have warned the Government of Hie United States that it

must stop these acts of violation of our sovereignty and at the same time we have

done everything possible to prevent the occurrence of any incidents in connection

with these acts.

"What have we obtained in exchange? The violations have increased in number;

every day the incursions of war planes over our territory become more alarming;

military aircraft harass our air bases, make low-level flights over our military

defenses and photograph not only the dismantled strategic missile installations but

in fact our entire territory, foot by foot and inch by inch.

"The capture of the leader of a group of spies trained by the CIA and directed

by it, here in Cuba, has shown us how the photographs taken by the spying planes serve

for guidance in sabotage and in their operations and has also revealed, among other

things, a design to cause chaos by provoking the deaths of hOO workers in one of our

industries.

"This impairs in its essence the security of our nation and outrages the dignity

of our people. The object has been not only to secure advantages for military and sub-

versive purposes through information and detailed knowledge of our industrial instal-

lations and defense arrangements, but also in addition to humiliate and demoralize the

Cuban people.
(more)
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"These are typically Hitlerite methods for softening the resistance of peoples.

"Mr. Acting Secretary-General, no sovereign state can allow its air space to be

violated in this manner -without feeling an impairment of its dignity. If in addition

this violation is perpetrated by the reconnaissance aircraft of an enemy which openly

threatens our country, tolerating it means, more than a lack of dignity, a shameful

submission to the enemy. We cannot be asked to accept this by virtue of the discus-

sions which are taking place with regard to the crisis, for the integrity of our

physical space utid. the sovereignty of Cuba will never be negotiable.

"We for our part have not failed to give constant warnings to the aggressors.

"On 27 October, in the midst of the crisis, the Cuban Government declared that

it would never acknowledge the vandalic and piratical privilege of any war plane to

violate our air space since this was essentially a threat to our security and

facilitated the conditions for a surprise attack. Cuba's right to resist such

violations can never "be renounced.

"Today again thi-ough this communication which we are sending you as Secretary-

Gnneral of the United Nations, we wish to give warning that to the extent of the

fire power of our anti-aircraft weapons, any war plane which violates the sovereignty

of Cuba, by invading our air space, can only do so at the risk of being destroyed.

"If the United States sincerely desires — as we ourselves desire — to take

steps toward the solution of the present problems, it should begin by respecting

these elementary rights of our country.

"In the history of our Republic, the United States has more than once intervened

in our domestic affairs, with the use of force. It secured this right in the first

constitution of our Republic, by virtue of a law adopted by the United States Con-

gress, and supported by an army of occupation. The present action of the United

States is designed to reinstate, in fact, these militaristic and imperialist

privileges.

"The long history of struggle of our country, culminating in full sovereignty

and national dignity after a century-long fight written in blood and heroism, cannot

be reversed. A powerful military force could annihilate us but it could never make

us yield and we should first demand a very high price of the pirates who dared to

invade the soil of the Cuban fatherland. And even if we should die our banner would

fly victoriously because we are defending something even more sacred than our right

as a sovereign nation in the concert of free nations of the earth.

(more)
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"We are sounding 'the necessary alarm for the defense of world peace,, we are

defending the right of the small countries to be''considered on a footing of equality,

we are telling all the peoples of the earth that "before the imperialist enemy there

can "be no weakening. The path of caln and stern vigilance, strong in the security

of a response commensurate with the magnitude of the aggression, is the only way to

the salvation of peace.

"Our right to live is something which cannot be discussed by anyone.

"But if our right to live is made conditional upon an obligation to fall- to our

knees, our reply once again, is that we will not accept it.1

"We believe in the right to defend the liberty, the sovereignty' and the

dignity of this country, and ve shall continue to exercise that right to the last

man, woman or child capable of holding a weapon in this territory.

"May I reiterate to you the expression of my highest consideration. •

Fidel Castro
Prime Minister of the

Revolutionary Government."
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